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Abstract
The electric grid is undergoing significant changes to meet challenges of improved load control and
increased generation from renewables, as well as provision of new services. The main goal of this work is
to study the impact of grid’s smartening on the electricity value chain. For this, we built a model to assess
investments to come on the grid during the period 2010-2030, both on traditional equipments such as
lines and substations and on smartening elements. According to the French example, yearly investments
would double on average in the twenty years to come compared to 2010. In the three countries considered
in this study, namely France, Italy and Sweden, most investments (between 61% and 76%) occur on the
distribution area. Moreover, investments on traditional equipment stand for the lion’s share (68% to 80%)
of the total, even if they are partly made possible by the smaller investments on smartening elements,
which enable the network to be better controlled. The share of investments on smartening elements is 2.6
to 3.1 times higher on the distribution side than on the transmission side: this denotes the fact that the
needed increase in control on the grid is larger on distribution than on transmission. Differences may exist
between countries regarding forecasted investments and are mainly due to the number of customers, grid’s
size and the chosen generation mix. The study ends with a discussion on the repartition of the value
brought by forecasted investments between traditional stakeholders and players that may appear on
markets driven by new business models.
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Summary
Electricity presents a double characteristic. First, it is produced and consumed on different places, possibly
hundreds of kilometers away from each other. Then, it cannot be stored: it has to be consumed
immediately, as soon as it is produced. This explains the need for a widespread and efficient electrical grid.
In a traditional power system, electricity is first generated in large-scale power plants. Its voltage is then
stepped up by a transformer for its transportation on transmission lines. A substation lowers then the
voltage and transmits power to the distribution grid, which brings power down to the consumer, where it
is used to run motors, operate electrical appliances, produce heat, etc. Transmission and distribution are
the two sides of the electrical grid.
Today, there are a certain number of challenges that the grid in its current form is not able to tackle,
unlike a “smart grid”, which, according to the International Energy Agency, is “an electricity network that
uses digital and other advanced technologies to monitor and manage the transport of electricity from all
generation sources to meet the varying electricity demands of end-users”.
The main goal of this work is to study the impact of grid’s smartening on the electricity value chain. To
reach this goal, we first want to understand why there is a need for such changes on the grid and what
forms these could take. We will then suggest a model to assess the investments to come on the grid during
the period 2010-2030. Eventually, we will discuss how the value brought by these investments could be
shared between traditional and new stakeholders.
A set of general tendencies, on technological, economic and political aspects mark the energy sphere
today. The common awareness about climate change, the fact that nuclear security and costs are being
questioned, the challenge of a secure energy supply are perspectives highly taken into consideration
regarding energy choices today. They lead to a need for better control on the energy consumption, as well
as a shift in the energy mix towards more renewables. Electricity has to take its fair share of these
evolutions.
For the first of these two goals, namely improving the control on electric load, the main issue is that in
traditional power systems, grid operators do not have a clear picture of the load. Indeed, consumption
information does not flow back to them. And it is not possible to regulate a load that is unknown.
On the other hand, renewable sources growth has not stopped increasing in the recent past years, and is
going to keep on this track according to various scenarios, among which IEA’s or European
Commission’s. In particular, the share of wind and photovoltaic power together drastically grows from
3% to 16% of total world production between 2010 and 2030. But this kind of sources raises some
challenges for the grid, mainly because two of their features: their intermittency, and their distribution all
over the network.
Tackling these new challenges can be done only by implementing some changes on the current grid,
making it “smarter” on three levels. On grid equipment first, rolling out more accurate and automated
devices. On communications, providing sufficient infrastructure capacity to transfer significantly larger
amounts of data. And finally on software, implementing applications able to securely and efficiently
manage the grid. These three levels cross with four main smartening functions: enabling a better
knowledge of the consumption patterns through smart metering alongside with an ad hoc infrastructure
(Advanced Metering Infrastructure), being able to upgrade and automate the distribution grid
(Distribution Grid Management), enhancing the transmission grid by maximizing the power transfer
capacity (Transmission Enhancement), and having a wide picture of the whole system to be able to
control it (Wide Area Monitoring and Control).
But changing the grid has a cost. Building a model, we tried to assess the investment part of this cost. This
model distinguishes investments made on transmission and on distribution, as well as investments on
traditional equipment (typically lines and substations) and on smartening elements. The model thus gives
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an idea of what may happen on which part of the grids, puts orders of magnitude on concepts, and
enables starting discussions on both results and hypothesis.
Our model is applied to the French case, which is then compared to Italy and Sweden. According to its
forecasts, invested amounts on both transmission and distribution may roughly double on average for the
20 years to come (between +80% and +100% in France for example) compared to their 2010 level.
Distribution appears as the main area of investments, since it stands for between 61% and 76% in
considered geographies. Moreover, traditional investments on lines and substations will still represent the
lion’s share (between 68% and 80% for studied countries); nevertheless, these huge investments on grid to
connect new generation capacities, and in particular renewable capacities, make sense and will be useful
only if they go with the smaller part of investments on smartening elements, which will enable the whole
system to run. Besides, the share of investments on smartening elements in the total for distribution is 2.6
to 3.1 times higher than the same ratio for transmission: this denotes the fact that the needed increase in
control on the grid is larger on distribution than on transmission.
We also study the influence of the particular variable of the production mix on the level of investments.
We notice that this level highly depends on shares of distributed and intermittent resources. Besides, we
ran a sensitivity analysis to determine to which parameters our model was most depending on. It results
that for example the capacity factor of intermittent units is a parameter that should be accurately assessed.
Finally, the additional value represented by investments will be translated in return on investments. And
the question is asked of how this value will be shared between traditional and new stakeholders, because
investors will be the ones who foresee a return on investments. Today, regulation would probably make
system operators the investors, then providing them with remuneration based on an increased electricity
price for the consumer. Moreover, new entrants along the value chain (on renewable generation, storage,
energy management, etc.) would benefit from these investments, for example providing services enabled
by smart meters, but without necessarily participating on the necessary investments. Therefore, regulators
have a strong role to play in the development of smart grids.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background elements and study scope
Let us start from two simple statements. First, electricity is produced in some places and consumed in
some others. Besides, power cannot be stored: when produced, it has to be consumed immediately. These
two points explain why there has been a need for electrical grids. But today, some evolutions on the power
system, such as demand growth or change in the electricity mix, require an adapted grid; a “smart” grid.
There has been quite a big buzz around this concept of smart grids lately. And we can hear quite different
points of view. Some say that the grid is already smart, that it has been able to control important
parameters such as frequency or voltage for many years already, and so that what we call smart grid today
is not disruptive at all. Others think that smart grids enable new functionalities, such as demand-side
management or grid synchronized monitoring, and see these features as revolutionary. There is thus first
need to clarify what we are talking about.
It would probably be good to start with a definition of this term, even if all the references do not
necessarily agree on it. The International Energy Agency (IEA, 2011b) chooses to state it as follows: “a
smart grid is an electricity network that uses digital and other advanced technologies to monitor and
manage the transport of electricity from all generation sources to meet the varying electricity demands of
end-users.”
According to IEA’s definition, a smart grid is first an electricity network. In this study, we will consider
that this network extends from the generation busbar, that is to say just after the generation plant, until
the end-user’s meter. Even if we do not consider in detail what happens beyond this meter, we will
nevertheless take into account some important features enabled by smart grids and involving the
consumer, such as demand-side management.
Besides, the electrical situation can be quite different from a country to another. We intend therefore to
suggest an approach able to handle various geographies, and the principles we will present are applicable
in many countries, based on their specific features. Nevertheless, regarding the data part of the work,
presented results will mainly be based on France as example, and on a comparison of its situation with
two other European countries, namely Italy and Sweden.
Finally, regarding the time window through which we want to analyze the process, we decided to focus on
the twenty years to come, that is to say the period 2010-2030. On the one hand, this is long enough to
enable the necessary investments to take place, and on the other hand, the horizon is near enough to
match a political reality.
These three boundaries together constitute the scope of this report, within which we can define some
goals for our work.

1.2 Objectives
The main goal of this study is to show how the electricity value chain can be changed by the smartening of
the grid. In order to reach this goal, we have discerned three intermediate steps.
First, we need to appraise if our society really needs an evolution of its electrical grids today, and try to
understand why or why not. What factors are pushing toward this evolution and what changes occur in
the network physically are some of the questions treated here.
Then, we have to evaluate investments to come in the next decades related to smart grids. Indeed,
investments in the grid are already massive today (more than 10 billion $ in the US only for the
transmission grid for instance (Edison Electric Institute, 2011)) and could be even larger tomorrow.
We will finally present various stakeholders that may take position on an electricity value chain renewed by
smart technologies and investments. At this stage, we will point out the regulator’s role, which has to
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define who will be able to earn benefits of the new configuration. This in turn will determine who should
invest on which part.
These three perspectives together will allow understanding the new electricity value chain matching the
economic reality of smart grids.

1.3 Methodology
To fulfill the assigned goal, we decided to split the study into three parts, each of them matching an
intermediate objective.
The first part will focus on the technical understanding of smart grids. The drivers of such a renewal will
be defined, with a special focus on the role of renewables. This part will mainly be based on a
bibliographic study, and some points will be further clarified with some experts’ interviews.
Then an investment model will be built to assess the capital costs expected in the next 20 years in the
countries of our study. This model will be based on personal assumptions and statistic data will be
collected throughout the bibliography. An output consistency check will then be performed considering
the results of other sources. The idea is to get a generic architecture applicable to any country and to use it
to produce various scenarios able to match the realities of different investment priorities.
The third and last part, regarding the evolution of the stakeholders along the value chain, will also be
based on a bibliographic review.
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2 Technical understanding
2.1 Overview of a traditional power system
On a traditional power system, power flows through four main entities represented on Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Representation of a traditional power system

Electricity is first generated in large-scale power plants. Its voltage is then stepped up by a transformer for
its transportation on transmission lines. These are high voltage lines that can carry electricity over long
distances without too significant losses. A substation lowers then the voltage and transmits power to the
distribution grid, which is a local grid closer to consumption centers. It brings power down to the
consumer, where it is used to run motors, operate electrical appliances, produce heat, etc.

2.2 What drivers are pushing the smartening of the grid?
2.2.1 A cloud of underlying factors…
Every day, the global population increases, resulting through various processes in more and higher
constraints on Earth. At the same time, more and more people are getting aware of these constraints, and
their consequences. One of them, globally, is climate change. This is why we are witnessing the rise of
stronger regulations in many countries. Regarding environment for example, the European climate-energy
package, or “20-20-20” (European Commission, 2011), binds EU countries to reduce their CO2 emissions
by 20% by 2020 (compared to 1990’s levels). On the other Atlantic’s side, President Obama’s stimulus
package is incentivizing the roll out of smart operations in North America. Regarding energy efficiency,
capacity markets are emerging, thus enabling monetization of so-called “negawatts” (IEA, 2011a), that is
to say spared quantities of electricity. At the consumer’s level, there is concomitantly a growing demand
for “green” products, enabled by the appearance of new technologies. This is particularly the case for evehicles, for which the market is expected to grow dramatically in the next few years (IEA, 2011b).
Besides, the public’s opinion growing fear of nuclear after Fukushima’s accident leads in some countries
like Germany or Belgium to abandoning, or at least strongly reducing, the share of nuclear power in
electricity production. Even in France, where nuclear power has historically enabled both low-carbon
electricity and the development of a whole industry, political parties are currently discussing about the
number of power plants that should be closing within the coming years (PS-EELV, 2011).
Moreover, the question of security of energy supply is still a topical one. Indeed, there is a need to increase
the share of energy coming from stable or even “friendly” countries, and this is thus still one of EU’s
three energy priorities (European Commission, 2011). Between the lines of this challenge appears the one
of energy prices. With the slowing economic growth that industrialized countries are facing, peaking
currently with the economic crises, mastering the costs becomes, more than ever before, a key question.
2.2.2 … leading to two main causes
Responding to most of the problems raised by these underlying factors, two solutions appear.
The first one is a better control on the electric load. It first helps reducing the whole electricity
consumption, leading to less CO2 emissions and some fuel-related costs savings. Then, by shaving or
displacing the peak load, it allows sparing investments in peak-designed power plants such as gas turbines,
which are moreover big CO2 emitters.
-11-

Then comes the generalized use of renewable sources. They first produce CO2-free electricity, which help
limiting climate change. On this field, they stand for an alternative to nuclear, presenting lower risks or no
waste retreatment issue. Moreover, renewables represent an opportunity of local generation, thus partly
solving the question of security of energy sourcing.
But these two solutions cannot be simply implemented on the existing electrical network, which is
insufficient. As explained in the following paragraphs, they raise a certain number of problems on the grid,
which has to change in order to adapt to these new ways of producing and consuming electricity. This
evolved network is what we call a “smart” grid.

2.3 Challenges due to a better control on the electric load
More control on the electric load can mainly be achieved by canceling or displacing a given power
consumption during a given time.
The first issue is that in a traditional system, grid operators do not have a clear picture of the load. Indeed,
consumption information does not flow back to them. A private individual’s billing is usually made based
on an estimate relying on previous years’ consumption, and the balance is settled once a year with a direct
reading of the meter. It is not possible to regulate a load that is unknown. The first step to overcome this
issue is to roll out smart meters alongside the ad hoc communication infrastructure to collect more
frequent data, on an hourly basis, or even below (minute, second).
Then, two options are possible. The grid operator can decide to cut a certain part of the load during a
certain time, which needs to get controllers on the loads one wants to cut off, typically electric heating,
electric boilers, air conditioning… Another way, as it is envisioned in Europe, is to implement various
tariffs to incite the customer to turn off his electrical devices when needed. This requires to revise the
tariffs offered up to now and to suggest a wider variety.
Last, but not least, ensuring people’s cooperation is crucial and needs high pedagogical efforts from the
beginning of the roll-out to explain the benefits of this solution.

2.4 Allow the penetration of renewables
2.4.1 A more and more widespread electricity source
According to many scenarios, the share of renewables in the electric mix is going to increase in the coming
decades in various parts of the world.
Looking at the global picture, as on Figure 2.2, the IEA foresees a rise of the renewables’ share in the
electric mix from 25% to 37%, with a particular focus on wind and photovoltaic installed power, growing
from 3% to 16% by 2030.
At the EU level, we acknowledge the same fact. We notice on Figure 2.3 that renewable sources, and in
particular intermittent ones, rise drastically in the electric mix. According to the European Commission
projections, the share of wind and PV installed power grows from 13% to 32%.
Nevertheless, certain characteristics of renewables raise some problems on the grid.
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Figure 2.2: World electrical capacity (GW) in IEA's New Policies Scenario (IEA, 2011c)

Figure 2.3: EU electrical capacity (GW) in EC's Reference Scenario (European Commission, 2009)

2.4.2 Why the grid cannot bear too many renewables
We can classify electricity sources according to different characteristics. Two important features playing a
role on the grid are intermittency and concentration level.
The intermittency level measures the lack of control one has over the time at which a given electricity
source will produce. Intermittent sources are often dependent on weather conditions, such as wind
turbines or photovoltaic panels. On the contrary, schedulable sources will deliver precisely when
requested, as long as they have enough “fuel”: this is the case of coal-fired power plants or large
hydroelectric facilities.
The concentration level reflects the source’s repartition on the grid. If there are just a few large-scale
power plants connected to transmission grid, we are talking about a centralized or highly concentrated
source. This is for example the case for nuclear energy. If the production units are smaller and diffused all
over the network, possibly connected to the distribution grid, we are then talking about a distributed or
lowly concentrated source. Photovoltaic generation for instance is a distributed energy source.
Figure 2.4 represents a segmentation of renewable electricity sources according to these two features.
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Figure 2.4: Renewable energy sources segmentation matrix

But not every renewable technology raises new issues for the grid. Large hydroelectricity is for example
quite close to conventional fossil fuel-based power plants according to these dimensions, and is therefore
quite well handled by the network. The challenging sources are either intermittent or distributed.
Intermittency
The dependence of a source on weather conditions can become an issue. Indeed, when a whole source
gets cut off, consumption gets quickly higher than production (production trough), which leads to an
outage risk. Vice-versa, having a peaking production when consumption is low, for example at night, may
also damage the system’s components. We can think to some solutions to these problems.
The first one would be to build large conventional reserve capacities, likely to start quickly, such as gas
turbines, which would be used when an intermittent source does not generate anymore. Nevertheless, this
would raise some other problems, such as the public or political resistance to dedicate new locations for
conventional polluting power plants, or the increase of countries dependence on fossil fuel exporters, or
again the economic risks that it implies, linked to a low utilization or prices’ variation.
Another solution is to enable interregional compensation by extending the grid. It would then be possible
to transfer greater amounts of electricity from one region to another, thus compensating the excess or lack
of production of an intermittent source. The main drawbacks of this proposition are the political barriers
preventing building new transmission lines, the cost, overtaking 1 million euro per kilometer (Edison
Foundation, 2008), and the line losses, reaching 3 to 15% for 1000 km (BCG, 2010).
Demand-side management also constitutes a possible solution. Indeed, when the production decreases,
instead of mobilizing other local or remote sources, a simple decrease of the consumption would solve the
problem. This is related to §2.3 above, which explains the potentialities and the limits of this perspective.
Last, we can think about electricity storage. Indeed, harnessing excess power when generated and releasing
it later into the grid when necessary would be a suitable solution to deal with both peaks and troughs, and
possibly do it locally. But we have to be aware that part of the energy fed into the system is lost: efficiency
is typically around 80% for batteries and even 45% for hydrogen (BCG, 2010). Most technologies, beyond
pumped hydroelectric storage, are still relatively immature: hence there is today a high dependency of
large-scale storage capacities on geographies.
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Spatial distribution
Whereas most conventional power plants are connected to the transmission grid, some renewable power
facilities, such as many wind farms, are built on the distribution side. It can even be directly at the
customer’s premises, if we think for example about residential photovoltaic. This implies that, when
consumption is not sufficient locally, power should be able to flow back up to transmission lines through
substations. But protective devices into substations do not allow this bi-directional power flow and should
be changed.
Another option would be to develop electricity storage at a local scale, so that power does not have to
flow back to the transmission level but can be stored to be consumed later locally. Obstacles to a large
implementation of this option are the same as evoked in the previous section on intermittency.
A third idea is to set up decentralized architectures enabling smaller scale electricity supply systems to
operate with the total system. This is for instance the principle of Virtual Power Plants (VPP). A VPP is
actually an aggregator of production, consumption and storage that manages power flows at a local level
and appears as a single point of contact for the total system operator – usually the Distribution System
Operator (DSO). Its role is to optimize production and consumption of electricity at a local level, thus
avoiding resorting too much to back flows. Nevertheless, VPPs are often criticized in their concept itself:
indeed, it goes against the idea that the best optimization is done on the widest possible system.
Power quality
Besides these two main characteristics of renewables, sources as wind or solar power tend to provide a
lower power quality than conventional power plants. This can be related to intermittent generation, which
causes voltage fluctuations, or to switching operations, which may induce flickering or transients on the
grid. The use of non-linear devices, such as inverters used in PV installations, is also well-known to cause
harmonics.
All these effects on power wave can damage end-user appliances, particularly industrial ones, which are
built to operate at a predefined nominal voltage and frequency.
To counteract these tendency, one can use some equipments, such as soft-starters (on a wind turbine for
example), which limit the effects of switching operations, or like power conditioners (on the lines) for
instance designed to filter harmonics.

2.5 A new technical structure for new functionalities
2.5.1 A renewed conception of the power system
The power system evolves from a linear chain (Figure 2.1) to a more bi-dimensional representation
(Figure 2.5), with generation spread along the grid and electricity flowing in both ways between the endusers and the grid, as stated with black arrows on Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Representation of a modern power system
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2.5.2 A simple framework
A common idea to implement the options we have presented and overcome their limits is to provide
more information. This relies on a simple general concept: if the system operator gets a more precise idea
of what is happening on its network, then it will probably make better decisions. This applies to demandside management: knowing in real-time how much an end-user consumes opens new perspectives to
better control the load. And this is also true for renewable sources management, for which real-time data
may help managing intermittency or distribution.
For these reasons, we suggest a three-layer framework for smart grids, which comes as another dimension
added to Figure 2.5 and is shown in Figure 2.6.
It is first a “state-of-the-art” transmission and distribution network, able to carry energy in a
bidirectional way.
It is then embedded in a broadband communication layer enabling high amounts of data flows
between the different pieces of the network.
It is finally monitored and controlled by a set of systems and applications utilizing communication
possibilities to manage the grid.

Figure 2.6: Smart grid framework

This framework might not appear as really new, insofar as communication vessels and applications already
exist on the grid. The difference first stands in the generalization of these vessels and software on the
network, and especially on the distribution side, and then in the highly increased quantities of data
travelling.
2.5.3 New functionalities
We use this three-layer framework to enlighten four new functionalities enabled by smart grids (IEA,
2011b). Their simplified architecture is represented on Figure 2.7 and described below.
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Figure 2.7: Simplified architecture of main functions enabled by smart grids
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Transmission enhancement
The goal of transmission enhancement is to improve the control on transmission networks, to maximize
the power transfer capacity and reduce losses. This improves the conditions for renewables integration on
the transmission grid.
This function mainly focuses on implementing dynamic line rating (DLR), which is an application to
analyze network stability. It identifies current carrying capability of a section in real time, and helps
optimizing utilization of existing transmission assets, without the risk to cause overload.
This application relies on sensors installed on transmission lines, mainly temperature sensors. Besides,
substations can be equipped with new gear, such as flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS), which are
power electronics enhancing control and maximizing transfer capacity, or advanced transformers with
reduced losses when changing the voltage.
DLR uses the utility’s LANs (local area networks) and WAN (wide-area network, over the whole system),
connected by cables or wireless systems, to transfer data between sensors and centralized application.
Wide-area monitoring and control
The objective of this function is to monitor and display in real time the characteristics (time, frequency,
topology…) of power system components over large areas. This helps TSOs to optimize the behavior and
performance of these components.
In IEA’s classification (IEA, 2011b), wide-area applications include three components. Wide-Area
Monitoring System (WAMS) is a measurement system software that performs the acquisition of data
across wide geographical areas. Then Wide-Area Situational Awareness (WASA) merges, analyzes and
presents information. And last, Wide-Area Adaptive Protection, Control and Automation (WAAPCA)
focuses on issuing control commands to grid components.
In addition to communication networks (LANs and WAN) presented before, wide-area applications use
substation area networks (SANs) and field area networks (FANs, distribution-level networks) to
communicate with grid equipment.
Grid equipment is composed of sensors, among which we find phasor measurement units (enabling highspeed synchronized measurements of the phase across the network), and controllers, such as intelligent
electronic device controlling power system equipment like transformers, capacity banks, etc.
Distribution grid management
This function aims at improving distribution asset management to control distributed generation, enable
distribution automation, reduce outage and repair time, and maintain voltage level.
It relies on a Distribution Management System (DMS) application, which provides an overall monitoring
and control system for distribution grid. It includes some modules such as an Outage Management System
(OMS) used in case of outage to manage efficient power’s restoration, a Workforce Management System
(WMS) that optimizes workforce use in normal operation, and a Geographical Information System (GIS)
providing cartography management for distribution.
This DMS application communicates through FAN and LANs with the sensors and controllers installed
on the grid, both on lines and substations. On substations, automated reclosers, switches and capacitors
participate to the automation of distribution.
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Advanced metering infrastructure
This infrastructure’s role is usually to manage data issued by smart meters. We will go a bit beyond here,
considering some applications enabled by smart metering, aiming at managing electricity consumption at
the industrial, service or residential level.
Advanced metering relies on a Metering Data Management System (MDMS) that collects and classifies
data from smart meters. It is then used by DMS to enable peak load shaving and other demand-side
functionalities. On customer’s side, this data is used to provide services such as energy dashboard
applications, enabling in-home or remote display of consumption data, or building automation systems,
that automate control and management of the energy use in a building.
The first building block of grid equipment is of course the smart meter, that provides frequent (from
every minute, to at least every hour) real-time data about consumption. Additional energy services then
rely on smart thermostats and appliances, in-home data displays, etc.
At the building’s level, a home area network (HAN) is created between the meter and smart appliances.
This network also communicates with the FAN at the DSO level. On this field area network, a cluster of
smart meters sends data to a local concentrator (in France for example with a Power Line Carrier
technology, directly in power lines (ERDF, 2011)), which then passes on data to a central server (this time
using a GPRS, thus wireless, technology).
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3 Investment modeling
We have seen that the grid could be upgraded according to certain functions to accommodate the rise of
renewables and enable a better control of the load. But this requires of course expenses. In this section,
we suggest an approach to evaluate the investment costs related to these improvements.

3.1 Model presentation
3.1.1 Overall architecture
We have built a model to assess the investments to come on the grid in various countries.
This model is restricted to the investments made on transmission and distribution, thus excluding the ones
arising upstream (on generation) or downstream (at the end-user’s). It does not take into account
investments to come on storage either.
These investments are then split into two types: the ones in “traditional” grid, and the ones in smartening
elements. In the first category, we consider investments
-

in new or reconductored lines,
in substations,
compensating a possible under-investment in the past decades,
for replacement.

Regarding the second category, we chose to split investments along the framework previously presented
on Figure 2.6:
-

in grid equipment,
in the communication infrastructure,
in information technology and software,
to which we add investments due to replacement.

This general framework is valid to analyze both transmission and distribution. Nevertheless, since both
grids fulfill different functions, assumptions made on each of them differ. We will see into more details
how the model is computed on both grids.
To differentiate various countries, the user has to provide some input data. First needed information is the
power generation mix, both in 2010 and 2030. Then a number of elements, such as length of lines and
number of substations, are needed for transmission and distribution, and are detailed in Appendix 1 –
Input data.
3.1.2 Transmission modeling
Traditional equipment
The main equations used to compute investments on traditional equipment on transmission grid are stated
on Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Main equations used to compute investments on traditional equipment on transmission grid

First, we consider that new lines will be needed to connect new generation units, both for schedulable and
intermittent generation. We assess what capacity of each type is installed, considering its electricity
production over the year (given in the power generation mix) and its capacity factor. Then, the number of
new centralized generation units is computed by dividing the centralized generation absolute growth by
the average size of production units. Multiplying this by its average distance from the grid and the line unit
cost, we get the investments figure. We make a distinction between schedulable and variable resources,
since last ones will mainly be large offshore wind farms, thus further from the grid than conventional
generation units. All figures and sources are given in Appendix 1 – Input data and Appendix 2 – Model’s
visualization.
Besides, lines are needed to ensure a good fluidity of power transferred on the internal grid and with the
neighbors. This is called grid extension, or interregional compensation, and is stated on second line of
Figure 3.1. This function is operated by very high voltage (VHV) lines, enabling transportation of
electricity over long distances with fewer losses than high voltage lines. In France for example, we
consider that 400 kV and 225 kV lines are responsible for this role, while 150 kV, 90 kV, 63 kV and lower
voltage transmission lines take care of connecting new generation. To assess the need of such lines in
2030, we assume that their share in the total number of kilometers of transmission lines must at least
remain the same as in 2010.
Investment on transmission substations is then assessed considering that the ratio of substations over the
total length of lines is constant, and thus that the quantity of substations grow with the lines. We only
consider here substations inside the transmission grid, called “T substations”; substations at the border
between transmission and distribution grid will be accounted in the distribution part.
Moreover, in some countries, the grid may be known for being old, what is often confirmed by a lack of
investments in the past years. For instance in the USA, investments on transmission network decreased
between 1975 and 1998 (Willrich, 2009), before rising up again (Edison Foundation, 2008), resulting in an
overall old infrastructure. The considered and computed under-investment matches this hole of
investments.
Last, continuous investments are needed on the grid to replace normally aging infrastructure. Indeed, lines
and transformers have a roughly 40-year lifespan (RTE, 2011a). The replacement investment is assessed
assuming that its share in investments remains the same as in 2010.
Smartening elements
On smartening elements, we refine the two first layers of the suggested framework (Grid equipment,
Communication infrastructure, IT & software) to match the functionalities presented in section 2.5.3
(Transmission enhancement and Wide-area monitoring and control). On each function are put a certain
number of elements, listed in Table 3.1.
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Transmission enhancement

Wide-area monitoring and control

Dynamic thermal circuit rating
Substation and transmission line sensors
Transmission short-circuit current limiters
Flexible AC transmission system devices

Communication core infrastructure for smart
substations
Transmission systems and communication to
substations
Phasor measurement units
Intelligent electronic devices – relays and sensors

Table 3.1: Smartening elements included for Transmission functionalities (EPRI, 2011)

Nevertheless, as we want to keep the model simple, we try to reduce the number of variables. We first
decide that the elements will all be represented through one indicator (namely here the total number of
substations), and then that their presence is denoted by the share of indicator units (here substations) to
upgrade and the average cost per indicator unit (here per substation).
We thus model the investments with the equations presented in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Main equations used to compute investments on smartening elements on transmission grid

The unit costs (enhancement cost per substation, wide-area monitoring and control cost per substation)
and share of substations to upgrade are determined according to a study by the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI, 2011).
Facing difficulties to assess future IT investment costs, we decided to evaluate them assuming that the IT
share of total investments was the same as this share in 2010. About replacement, its investment is
assessed assuming a share lower than the one of lines and substations replacement, since all smart
elements will be new at first.
3.1.3 Distribution modeling
Traditional equipment
The main equations used to compute investments on traditional equipment on distribution grid are stated
on Figure 3.3.
First, we distinguish investments on lines between rural and urban lines, because we consider them
fundamentally differently. On the one hand, for rural lines, we take into account the growth of lines
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quantity due to both distributed generation and load growth. We also consider separately new lines to be
built and existing lines to be reconductored, with different costs. Nevertheless, both are assumed to be
aerial lines. On the other hand, urban lines are rather assumed to be built underground. We reckon for this
part two antagonist effects, linked first to the reconductoring of lines due to the advent of e-vehicles and
the necessity to have widely diffused charging infrastructure, and then to the lines’ reconductoring that can
be avoided thanks to demand-side management. Indeed, as presented in section 2.5.3, customer services
may enable to reduce consumption, particularly at a time of peak-demand, when lines usually reach their
limits.
Investments in substations, replacement, and compensating for a past under-investment are assessed with
the same method as for transmission. Substations considered here are the ones feeding the distribution
network and will be called “T-D substations”.

Figure 3.3: Main equations used to compute investments on traditional equipment on distribution grid

Smartening elements
As for transmission, we refine the two first layers of the suggested framework to match the functionalities
presented in § 2.5.3 (Distribution grid management and Advanced metering infrastructure). The elements
put for each function are listed in Table 3.2.
Distribution Grid Management (DGM)

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)

Communication to feeders for distribution
smart circuits
Intelligent relays at head-end of feeders
Power electronics (including distribution short
circuit current limiters)
Monitored capacity banks, regulators and circuit
improvement
Volt&VAr control on feeders
Intelligent reclosers
Remotely controlled switches
Intelligent
universal
transformers
with
storage/PV inverter

Residential, commercial and industrial meters
Installation of meters
Communication to feeders for AMI

Table 3.2: Smartening elements included for Distribution functionalities (EPRI, 2011)
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As before, we decrease the quantity of variables using a reduced number of indicators, namely here the
number of T-D substations, number of feeders (distribution circuits coming out of T-D substations) and
number of customers. The share of indicator units upgraded and the unit costs are determined with the
EPRI study (EPRI, 2011).
Besides, the way IT and replacement investments are assessed is the same as for transmission.
We thus model the investments with the equations presented in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Main equations used to compute investments on smartening elements on distribution grid

3.1.4 Smartening elements’ unit costs and shares of indicators units to
upgrade determination
For smartening elements, unit costs and share of indicator units to upgrade (SU) are determined based on
a study by the Electric Power Research Institute, and are available in Appendix 4 – Smart elements’ unit
costs and shares of indicators’ units determination.
They are computed as a weighted average of the various detailed elements added on each function.
Detailed elements are the ones appearing in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Each of them is related to an
indicator. For example, “communication core infrastructure for smart substations” is related to
substations. For each detailed element, we have got a saturation percentage of the indicator it is related to.
“Communication core infrastructure” is thus installed on 80% of existing substations and 100% of new
substations. To make it simpler, we merge all these percentages into one single indicator, SU. The share of
substations to upgrade for WAMC is for instance the average of the saturation percentages of all elements
installed for WAMC and related to substations.
Each unit cost is computed as the sum of all costs invested for a specific function, on a given layer, and
related to the considered indicator, divided by the number of indicator units to upgrade for this function.
For instance, the grid part of WAMC’s cost per substation is the sum of costs invested for WAMC on the
grid and related to substations, divided by the number of substations to upgrade for WAMC.

3.2 Application to one example: France
We apply the model to a first country: France. The generation mix forecast we chose for this example is
the one suggested by the European Commission in its Reference scenario (European Commission, 2009).
Facing a large variety of mix forecasts (made by international organizations, oil companies, research
institutes, etc.), we chose to advance a scenario suggested by a European authority, because it is probably
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on this basis that EU will rely to decide their strategic orientations, which will apply to member countries,
and in particular to France. Details for this production mix and all other input data can be found in
Appendix 1 – Input data.
3.2.1 Overall results
Let’s start with the overall aggregated results presented on Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Cumulative investments forecast 2010-2030 (M€)

The most obvious fact, looking at this figure, is that most investments will still be made on traditional
equipments, that is to say lines and substations. The smartening part, with 20%, will yet stand for 29 B€.
Besides, we notice that two thirds of investments are made on the distribution grid. This can be explained
in particular by the rise of distributed generation in the electric mix. Moreover, focusing on the smartening
part, we can point out that investments on distribution are 4.7 times higher than on transmission, which
reflects the common idea that the transmission grid is already smart, whereas much of the effort is to be
put on distribution.
3.2.2 Investments on transmission grid
Time repartition of forecasted investments
We want to give an idea of the possible maximum annual investments to come on transmission grid. We
use a parabolic shape (y=x2) to spread the total amount over the considered period 2010-2030. This
reflects the usual fact that investments are slow at first because companies and investors are getting used
to it, and that they decrease after a maximum because technology diffusion has saturated the market.
As we can see on Figure 3.6, investments are expected to rise up to 3 billion Euros around 2020. This is
probably something companies have to foresee, in order for them to adapt their investment structure to
such a rise. Furthermore, on average, investments are expected to double compared to their level in 2010.
For companies investing on the grid, this is thus not just a question of peak, but really of long-term
adaptation to significantly larger investments.
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Figure 3.6: Transmission investments repartition 2007-2030 (B€)

Zoom on detailed results
90% of investments on transmission are devoted to lines and substations, for a total amount of 43 B€.
Among these, 41% are used to build new lines, either to connect new generation units or to ensure good
power circulation between regions or across borders. 31% are used to build new substations on these
lines. The rest is dedicated to replacement of aging infrastructure. These investments are summarized in
Figure 3.7 below.

Figure 3.7: Cumulative investments forecast in transmission lines & substations 2010-2030 (M€)

A rather small part of investments, amounting to 5 B€, is made on smartening elements. Around two
thirds of it are devoted to system applications, which comprise grid management, back-office and security.
Besides, as shown on Figure 3.8, the share of investments on grid equipment and communications is split
between the two functions cited before: 42% on transmission enhancement and 58% for wide-area
monitoring and control. Moreover, we consider that each piece of gear placed on the grid is made up of
both hardware and embedded software (see Appendix 4 – Smart elements’ unit costs and shares of
indicators’ units determination for further details). On the whole, embedded software represents 20% of
investments made on grid equipment.
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative investments forecasts for transmission smartening (M€)

3.2.3 Investments on distribution grid
Time repartition of forecasted investments
The same process as for transmission is used to spread investments on distribution grid over 20 years.
Figure 3.9 shows that these investments are expected to peak at 5.7 B€, more than twice the amount
invested today.

Figure 3.9: Distribution investments repartition 2007-2030 (B€)

Zoom on detailed results
Lines and substations stand for 74% of investments on distribution grid, amounting to almost 70 B€. As
we can see on Figure 3.10, most of it is dedicated to what we called rural lines, including connection to
new load in rural areas and to new distributed generation units. In urban areas, the rise of e-vehicles, offset
by demand-side management, implies to reconductor lines for an equivalent of 7% of investments. New
substations between transmission and distribution grid and linked to new lines account for 21% of
investments. The rest is made up by investments to replace aging infrastructure.
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Figure 3.10: Cumulative investments forecast in distribution lines & substations 2010-2030 (M€)

Unlike transmission grid, investments on distribution grid are significantly impacted by smartening
elements, since they represent 26% of the total. Figure 3.11 shows how they are split between the layers.
More than half of them consist in grid equipment, shared out between 62% hardware and 38% embedded
software. Both grid equipment and communications are split between the two functions presented at
distribution grid level: distribution grid management mainly, and advanced metering infrastructure for
31%. Besides, applications stand for 27% of the total, ensuring grid management, security and back-office.

Figure 3.11: Cumulative investments forecasts for distribution smartening (M€)

3.3 Comparison with other countries
We want to test our model on other geographies. We gathered input data for two other countries: Italy
and Sweden. All figures and sources are presented in Appendix 1 – Input data. We have to precise that
these input data are partly collected on countries’ institutions’ reports, and, when not found in this
framework, partly computed based on French data. These results are thus to take carefully, nevertheless
we illustrate here the possibility to run the model on other systems, and the limits it presents.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of cumulative investments forecasts 2010-2030 in 3 countries (B€)

Figure 3.13: Comparison of repartition between transmission and distribution of cumulative investments forecasts
2010-2030 in 3 countries (B€)

We notice that investments are significantly lower (-34%) in Italy than in France, and even lower in
Sweden (-87% compared to France). This can first be explained by the different systems sizes. Indeed, in
terms of number of customers, Sweden is 85% smaller than France. Nevertheless, it does not function as
well in Italy, which is only 15% smaller in these terms. But the number of customers does not necessarily
reflect grid’s size (and especially transmission grid’s size), which is a particularly important variable for our
model. The Italian transmission grid is 39% shorter than the French one (in terms of cumulative lines
length), while its distribution grid is 15% shorter. The corresponding figures for Sweden are respectively
54% and 62% compared to France. Another important variable that could explain different results is of
course the generation mix difference. We will focus on this variable and study its influence separately in
the next section (3.4).
Moreover, we can here make the same general observations as we made on the French case. Traditional
investments on lines and substations still stand for most of investments (68% in Sweden and 77% in
Italy). Besides, distribution appears as the main area of investments compared to transmission, since it
represents 61% in Sweden and 76% in Italy. The slight difference between the countries can be explained
by the relative size of transmission and distribution grid, which is related to the specific conditions of the
countries. In Sweden for example, we can consider that the relative lower number of distribution lines
compared to transmission lines is related to the fact that most and biggest consumption centers are
located in South Sweden, while many production sources, mainly hydropower, are installed further north.
There is thus an additional need of transmission lines to bring electricity from northern regions to
southern ones.
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What is not included in these results is the fact that Italy and Sweden already widely performed the rollout of smart meters. Indeed, the model does not consider any differences between countries linked to the
level of smartness on the grid at the beginning of the period. It assumes that any input country starts from
a “zero-level”.
Two options are available to tackle this lack. Either we can reckon shares of indicator units in the model
as input variables instead of constants, and compute them as the difference between the 2030 and 2010
level. Or we can subtract from the current result the cost of the already-implemented function, namely
here AMI.

3.4 Scenarios based on various production mixes in France
We now want to focus on the key question of the influence of generation mix on the grid. We use our
model to determine, with the assumptions that we made and that have been presented before, how much
investment on the grid is needed to deal with a given electricity mix.
We use the example of France. We keep the total production given by the European Commission
(European Commission, 2009), of 681 TWh/y in 2030. Then we use 3 variables to handle the electricity
mix: intermittent share within the total mix (v1), distributed share within the schedulable mix (v2),
distributed share within the intermittent mix (v3).
In the scenario presented in part 3.2 (called here reference scenario), these variables had the values shown
in Table 3.3.
2030 value in
reference scenario

Value range in
simulation series 1

Value range in
simulation series 2

v1

12.2%

1% - 20%

1% - 20%

v2

6.1%

1% - 10%

6%

v3

39.9%

40%

35% - 45%

Table 3.3: Electricity mix variables and their values

We then ran two series of simulation. In the first one, v3 remains constant while v1 and v2 vary. In the
second one, v2 remains constant while v1 and v3 vary. The value ranges are stated in Table 3.3. We then
use a fourth variable v4 defined as the distributed share in the total mix and calculated as follows:

Results for series 1
Figure 3.14 represents the total investments cumulated over the 2010-2030 period, depending on v1 and v4
values. Each bubble stands for one simulation. There are 200 bubbles corresponding to the 200
simulations defined by value ranges for v1 and v2 stated in Table 3.3, and varying with a step of 1% point.
The invested amount is proportional to the area of the bubble, varying between 38 B€ for the smallest one
(case 1% intermittent and 1.4% distributed) and 217 B€ for the biggest tested one (case 20% intermittent
and 16% distributed).
In this series, v2 is varying, that is to say the distributed share within the schedulable mix. That’s why we
record a larger dispersion of the bubbles along the v4 axis when v1 is smaller.
We notice that investments increase with penetration of both intermittent and distributed resources. This
reflects the idea that integrating renewables has a cost for the network. A large part of this cost is related
to the fact that intermittent resources have a lower capacity factor, and thus that more lines are needed to
connect the capacity needed to produce the same amount of electricity as with schedulable resources.
Besides, adding schedulable distributed capacity visibly increases more the cost on the distribution grid
than it reduces the cost on the transmission grid.
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Blue and red points denote the current and forecasted situations, in the reference scenario. They are
placed on the figure to visualize the way to cover. We can wonder why investments exist even to decrease
the values of v1 and v4 compared to the current situation. Let us remember that, in this simulation, the
total production is considered constant equal to its 2030 value (681 TWh/y). Investments are thus made at
least to increase production capacities.

Figure 3.14: Total investments for series 1 of varying electricity mix scenarios

To be more accurate on investments amounts, we also made the projection of Figure 3.14 along its two
axes. These figures are available in Appendix 3 – Electricity mix scenarios results.
Results for series 2
Figure 3.15 represents the same type of information as given in Figure 3.14, except that in this case v3
varies and v2 is kept constant. Total investments cumulated over the 2010-2030 period vary here between
66 B€ (case 1% intermittent and 6.3% distributed) and 194 B€ (case 20% intermittent and 13.8%
distributed). The blue point, standing for 2010 situation, is out of the simulation results’ envelope: it is not
possible to reach this situation, because assumed v2 = 6% and v1 = 2%, having v4 = 3% would result in a
negative v3 according to the above cited equation defining v4.
As before, investments increase when intermittent or distributed share increase. The results are coherent
with the previous series.

Figure 3.15: Total investments for series 2 of varying electricity mix scenarios
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3.5 Sensitivity analysis based on France example
An important question for our model regards its reliability. A part of the answer lies in the parameters we
assess and we assume. Even if we tried to source and cross-check most of the figures we used, it is of
course possible that our assumptions are not exactly true. This is part of building a model. But we have to
be aware of the impact of our imprecision on the result.
Therefore, we run a sensibility analysis. For all parameters cited in Figure 3.16, we compute how much the
total investment varies when a parameter changes by 1% (for absolute values) or by 1%point (for relative
values, expressed in %). Reference values for each parameter are stated on the figure. Then red color
tallies with a negative change of the parameter, and brown with a positive change. Moreover, the bars’
length and the figures indicated on the bars stand for the investment variation compared to its reference
value presented in section 3.2 and equal to 141,635 M€. Only parameters that have an influence of more
than 0.02% on total investment cost are stated on the figure.

Figure 3.16: Model's sensitivity to main assumed parameters (total cost reference = 141 635 M€)
(NB: “T” stands for Transmission, “D” for Distribution and “DSM” for demand-side management)

This figure enables us to identify which parameters have a crucial impact on the computed result. Let us
focus on most important ones.
The first one is the capacity factor of intermittent generation units, which changes the total investment by
more than 1%. It had been assessed to 30% (RERL, 2008) (BWEA, 2005), but would merit an extensive
review of French wind farms capacity factors. Then comes the share of photovoltaic in electricity
produced by private individuals, assessed to 90% according to (ERDF, 2012), and that changes total
investments by around 0.5%. This ratio may change with the years, and should probably be monitored.
With a slightly lower impact of 0.4%, the “ratio of lines impacted by customer” converts the share of
customers producing electricity into the share of lines impacted by this production. It can be seen as an
estimate of the average of the number of consumers on the same distribution circuit.
As stated in Figure 3.16, other parameters seem to have less importance on the total investment amount.
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4 Business models evolution
We have seen in part 3 that huge investments were expected on transmission and distribution grids in the
20 years to come. Indeed, yearly amounts are expected to roughly double. These investments will lead to a
growth of the total value along the electricity value chain. This raises two main questions. First, which
stakeholders will benefit from this additional value? Then, which players do pay for it?

4.1 A new value chain
Under the impulse of new technologies and usages of electricity, its landscape evolves. From a traditional
and rather simple value chain, we go over to a deconstructed one, with new roles to play. This is
represented in Figure 4.1, where red boxes stand for these new roles. Even if we previously reduced the
study’s scope to the grids, we have here to have a look at the other stakeholders with which grid operators
interact.

Figure 4.1: Evolution of the electricity value chain

Let us describe shortly the identified new roles.
Large intermittent power plants are intermittent generation units connected to the transmission grid. This
is for example the case of large offshore wind farms. Besides, we already talked about distributed
generation, which is the generation connected on distribution grid, such as photovoltaic or not too big
wind farms. It includes operation of these power plants, but also maintenance contracts, etc.
Electricity storage is already widely used through pumped water in hydroelectric power plants, but we
think here about new technologies of storage (compressed air, batteries, flywheels, etc.). This category is
split between large-scale and distributed energy storage, depending on the network, transmission or
distribution, they are connected to.
About e-vehicles, we think here mainly to the business around charging infrastructures. Indeed, if the fleet
of e-vehicles is led to increase in the coming decades, it will not be possible without the roll-out of
sufficient (in number and in capacity) charging infrastructures.
Energy management includes consumption modulation through various energy systems (energy box,
smart home equipment and appliances, demand response…) and energy efficiency programs (cold or heat
management outsourcing for example).
A virtual power plant (VPP), as we evoked it in section 2.4.2, is a flexible representation of a portfolio of
Distributed Energy Resources, which include generation, consumption and storage (Fenix, 2009). It can
be used to make contracts in the wholesale market and to offer services to system operators.
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4.2 Who benefits from the value?
4.2.1 System operators
The deregulation of electricity markets that took place since the 1990s aimed at creating competition in
electricity-related activities. This functions well for generation and retail, but not for grid-related activities.
Indeed, transmission and distribution, because of their large infrastructure costs, are protected from any
new entrants and remain natural monopolies.
Therefore, their activities need to be controlled by a regulating authority. Today, in France for example,
this authority allows TSOs and DSOs to be remunerated at the level of a percentage of their Regulatory
Asset Base. This asset base increases with investments made on the grid and beforehand approved by the
regulator. Thus, if, as modeled in part 3, investments increase, and if the percentage of remuneration
remains the same, system operators’ revenues will naturally increase.
System operators would thus be the first to benefit from their investments.
4.2.2 Imagine new business models
But system operators are not the only ones to take advantage of the foreseen investments. Smart grids
enables the new functions described in section 4.1 to appear on the value chain. But how do these new
roles create value? We do not intend to be necessarily exhaustive about new business models, but we try
to give some overall possible outlines on each new block of the value chain.
Intermittent and distributed generation
Probably the most obvious players to benefit from investments are distributed and intermittent generation
operator, simply because integrating this kind of generation was a key driver for the rise of smart grids.
Compared to other electricity producers, a renewable electricity producer will have rather large investment
costs but low operation and maintenance costs (thanks to the absence of fuel for wind farms or solar
panels), and revenues assured by the sales of electricity at a high fixed price (case of feed-in tariffs) or
raised by additional sales (case of green certificates).
Storage
Provided that technology costs keep decreasing, electricity storage could be integrated on the network,
both on transmission and distribution grid to help optimizing our use of electricity.
On transmission, an idea would be to offer large scale aggregated storage capacity to the TSO, to enable
him to better control the grid and electricity transactions. The revenues would come from electricity sales
to retailers when demand is high, to ensure a sufficiently high price, and from a fee paid by the TSO for
the provision of ancillary services, such as congestion management, reduction of power losses, active
power and frequency control, reactive power and voltage control, etc. On the other hand, costs include
investment costs for storage devices, operation costs due to electricity purchase and control of charge and
discharge, and costs for maintenance of devices.
On distribution, we can also imagine small storage units located near the consumer. Cost-headings would
be roughly the same as before, but revenues would probably be closer to the ones of a retailer, for
example with contract-based sales of electricity to the end-user.
E-vehicles charging infrastructure
In a perspective of generalization of e-vehicles, charging infrastructure could be installed at various places
(Negre, 2011). First, on private individuals’ premises, but also on public and opened-to-public places,
either in the streets or in underground parking lots, malls, “gas” stations…
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In addition to charging infrastructure investment cost, bought electricity costs have to be included and are
balanced by the price at which the connection hour (or directly the energy) is sold.
Energy management
Various activities are implemented on energy management. One of them is the aggregation and operation
of demand response capacities. When consumption increases on the grid, as it always has to equal
production, the usual way to balance it is by increasing the production in some power plants, or by
starting new generation units. The idea of demand response is to balance this consumption increase
decreasing the demand of another source of consumption.
To reach this goal, the demand response operator aggregates some sheddable capacities: it signs a contract
either with some energy-intensive industrial consumers (aluminum, paper industries, etc.) or with a large
number of small individual consumers, and either to cancel a consumption or displace it from peak to
base-load. It appears then as a resource for the system operator. Its relationships to its partners are
represented on Figure 4.2. Moreover, load shedding enables peak shaving and thus a reduced investment
in generation capacities.
The operative role of this stakeholder is to steer and manage in real-time the enabled demand response, to
bill, and to maximize sales volumes and prices for activated capacities. It can be remunerated in two ways:
first, for the used energy value, in avoided MWh, when demand response modifies demand on a given
period of time; then for the mobilized power value, in MW, because demand response assures the
availability of a capacity to modify generation-consumption balance. The latter’s value would probably be
determined on a capacity market. The main costs to take into account are the fee paid to used and
mobilized capacities (industries or private individuals), and the costs to monitor and control these
capacities.

Figure 4.2: Demand response operator positioning

Figure 4.3: Local energy company positioning

Virtual power plants
We explained previously that a VPP was a representation of a set of distributed energy resources,
including generation, consumption, and possibly storage. Instead of seeing a diverse bunch of resources,
the system operator sees a single aggregated unit that can either consume or provide electricity, with given
cost and operating characteristics.
It can for instance take the form of a local energy company, which is a sort of cooperative: an energy
community taking its electricity in charge (Qurrent, 2012). Its size can be as big as a building, a
neighborhood, a municipality… It produces its power on-site, runs local optimization as an aggregator,
and uses utility’s grid only if necessary. Its revenues come from electricity sales, when in excess, to retailers
or on the market, or from ancillary services sales to the distribution system operator. Its costs include
investment costs in generation and storage devices and in an electricity management and optimization
system, as well as operating and maintenance costs, mainly impacted by electricity purchases from the
utility when needed.
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4.3 Who pays for the value?
We have seen that a multiplicity of players could benefit from the added value on the grid, without
necessarily having participated to the investments. So who pays, or should pay, for these investments?
In the current organization, in France for example, TSO and DSO pay for their respective investments.
But this is allowed by their remuneration: the regulating authority imposes on retailers to pay a fee for
using the grid. And this fee is then passed on by retailers to the tariffs they offer their clients. So this is
eventually the consumer that will pay for investments on the grid, paying more expensive electricity.
Another possible way would be to ask stakeholders that take a part of the value for contributing to the
investments. This may for example be implemented through an additional fee or a tax for these players.
Of course it does not mean that they will not pass on this additional cost to their consumers.
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5 Conclusion
A set of general tendencies, on technological, economical and political aspects, marks the energy sphere
today. The common awareness on climate change, the fact that nuclear security and costs get called into
question, the remaining topic of a secure energy sourcing are perspectives highly taken into consideration
regarding energy choices today. They lead to a need for better control on the energy consumption, as well
as a shift in the energy mix towards more renewables. These are the two goals we are trying to reach.
Electricity has to take its fair share of this evolution. Nevertheless, electric grids in their current form
cannot tackle all challenges raised by these two goals. So this can be done only by implementing some
changes on the current grid, making it “smarter”. This means enabling a better knowledge of the
consumption patterns through smart metering alongside with an ad hoc infrastructure, being able to
upgrade and automate the distribution grid, enhancing the transmission grid by maximizing the power
transfer capacity, and having a wide picture of the whole system to be able to control it. From a system
which is a one-way electricity platform, smart grids want to make a two-way electricity and data structure.
But changing the grid has a cost. Building a model, we tried to assess the investment part of this cost. Of
course, our model is not perfect and simplifies the reality. We can already think about some leads to
improve it. The first option would be to get even more accurate on used figures, probably considering
constants as additional variables depending on country’s specificities. Then, one could also study which
part of investments comes first and enables which other one, in order to have a time repartition based on
grid’s year-by-year evolution.
Nevertheless, the model in its current form already gives an idea of what may happen on which part of the
grids, puts orders of magnitude on concepts, and enables starting discussions on both results and
hypothesis. According to its forecasts, invested amounts on both transmission and distribution may
roughly double on average for the 20 years to come (between +80% and +100% in France for example)
compared to their 2010 level. Distribution appears as the main area of investments, since it stands for
between 61% and 76% in considered geographies. Moreover, traditional investments on lines and
substations will still represent the lion’s share (between 68% and 80% for studied countries); nevertheless,
these huge investments on grid to connect new generation capacities, and in particular renewable
capacities, make sense and will be useful only if they go with the smaller part of investments on
smartening elements, which will enable the whole system to run.
Finally, the additional value represented by investments will be translated in return on investments. And
the question is asked of how this value will be shared between traditional and new stakeholders, because
investors will be the ones who foresee a return on investments. Today, regulation would probably make
system operators the investors, then providing them with remuneration based on an increased electricity
price for the consumer. Moreover, new entrants downstream of the value chain would benefit from these
investments, for example providing services enabled by smart meters. Therefore, regulators have a strong
role to play in the development of smart grids.
A possible deepening for this work, apart from improving the model, would be to conduct an accurate
study of the regulation and its possible evolutions, with a holistic analysis of the impacts on the entire
value chain.
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Appendix 1 – Input data
Available input data for the investment model, for the three considered countries.
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Appendix 2 – Model’s visualization
Example of model applied to France. Variables consist of input data.
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Appendix 3 – Electricity mix scenarios results
For the French example, we apply various electricity mixes for the same total production of 681 TWh/y.
Series 1
Intermittent share within the total mix (v1) and distributed share within the schedulable mix (v2) vary;
distributed share within the intermittent mix (v3) remains constant.
The two first figures are projections of Figure 3.14 on each axis. On the figures, each cross stands for the
result of one simulation, corresponding to one value of the triplet (v1, v2, v3).
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This last figure is an attempt to generalize Figure 3.14 to each couple (v1, v4) of the represented square.
The values of total investment are divided by the number of meters for 2030, equal to the number of
customers, assessed to 38.5 millions. Thus we get a cost per meter for forecasted investments. Blue lines
represent constant cost lines: on each point of a line, the investment is the same as stated on the line. The
red bullet stands for the considered case in the reference scenario we developed in section 3.2.
Series 2
v1 and v3 vary, v2 remains constant. As before, each cross stands for the result of one simulation,
corresponding to one value of the triplet (v1, v2, v3).
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Appendix 4 – Smart elements’ unit costs and shares of
indicators’ units determination
Blue tables are detailed ones, and derive from data provided by the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI, 2011). Green tables compute summaries of the blue tables; their outputs are used as constants in
the smartening part of the model presented in Appendix 2 – Model’s visualization.
The conversion rate applied in green tables from $ to € is 1€ = 1.33$.
Transmission
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Distribution
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Appendix 5 – List of acronyms
AMI: Advanced Metering Infrastructure

RERL: Renewable Energy Research Laboratory

BAS: Building Automation System

RTE: Réseau de Transport d’Electricité

BCG: Boston Consulting Group

SAN: Substation Area Network

BDPV: Base de Données sites Photovoltaïques

TE: Transmission Enhancement

BWEA: British Wind Energy Association

TSO: Transmission System Operator

CEER: Council of European Energy Regulators

VHV: Very High Voltage

CIA: Central Intelligence Agency

VPP: Virtual Power Plant

CRE: Commission de Régulation de l’Energie

WAAPCA: Wide Area Adaptive Protection,
Control and Automation

DECC: Department of Energy and Climate
Change

WAMC: Wide Area Monitoring and Control

DGM: Distribution Grid Management

WAMS: Wide Area Monitoring System

DLR: Dynamic Line Rating

WAN: Wide Area Network

DMS: Distribution Management System

WASA: Wide Area Situational Awareness

DSM: Demand Side Management

WMS: Workforce Management System

DSO: Distribution System Operator
EC: European Commission
EPRI: Electric Power Research Institute
ERDF: Electricité Réseau de Distribution
France
EU: European Union
FAN: Field Area Network
GIS: Geographical Information System
GPRS: General Packet Radio Service
HAN: Home Area Network
IEA: International Energy Agency
INSEE: Institut National de la Statistique et des
Etudes Economiques
IT: Information Technologies
LAN: Local Area Network
MDMS: Metering Data Management System
OECD: Organisation for
operation and Development

Economic

Co-

OMS: Outage Management System
PS-EELV: Parti Socialiste – Europe Ecologie
Les Verts
PV: Photovoltaic
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